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ABSTRACT 

Where signalized pedestrian crossings run concurrently with vehicles, the permitted conflict between 
right turning vehicles and pedestrians can be mitigated by giving pedestrians a head start. With a head 
start, pedestrians can establish themselves in the crosswalk before right-turning traffic can get there, 
reinforcing pedestrians’ priority and engendering better motorist yielding behavior. In some U.S. cities, it 
is becoming common to give pedestrians a head start in time by means of a leading pedestrian interval 
(LPI); however, pedestrians can also be given a head start in space using corner bulbouts, set-back 
stoplines, and other protected intersection features that increase the distance from the pedestrian stopline 
to the vehicle stopline. A model is developed for determining needed LPI length as a function of an 
intersection’s corner geometry. Model elements include determining the path of a right turning vehicle, 
defining the conflict zone, determining maximum vehicle speed, and modeling vehicle acceleration, so 
that vehicle and pedestrian time to reach the conflict zone can be determined. Application to a particular 
intersection shows that with (a) traditional corner geometry, (b) corner bulbouts added, and (c) a protected 
intersection layout, needed LPI is 3.7, 1.1, and 0 s, respectively. The benefits of replacing an LPI with a 
head start in space include greater vehicle capacity and reduced cycle length, which in turn reduce 
pedestrian, transit, and vehicle delay and improve pedestrian compliance. To fully achieve these benefits, 
the MUTCD should consider eliminating its recommended minimum of 3 s for an LPI. 
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At signalized intersections, pedestrian crossings often run concurrently with a parallel vehicle 
stream of through and right-turning traffic, resulting in a potential conflict between right turning vehicles 
and pedestrians. At the start of the phase, there can occasionally be stressful conflicts when an aggressive 
driver “races” to make their turn before the first pedestrian crosses. This kind of conflict can be mitigated 
by giving pedestrians a head start (1). Pedestrians can be given a head start in time by means of a leading 
pedestrian interval (LPI) or a closely related treatment called a leading through interval (LTI) or Delayed 
Turn (1, 2). Pedestrians can also be given a head start in space using an intersection layout that increases 
the distance between the pedestrian stopline (typically a curb) and the vehicle stop line further back, a 
distance called relative setback (see Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1   Relative setback 

The purpose of LPIs and other head start treatments is to enable pedestrians to establish 
themselves in the crosswalk before right-turning traffic can get there, thus reinforcing their priority over 
turning vehicles and engendering better yielding behavior on the part of right turning motorists (1, 3, 4). 
To the extent that intersection geometry gives pedestrians a head start, an LPI should be able to 
accomplish its goal with a shorter duration, or may not be needed at all. This can be valuable because 
LPIs decrease intersection capacity and can force cycles to become longer, increasing delay to pedestrians 
and other road users (2).  

At present, there are no North American guidelines or research literature that relate LPI duration 
to intersection geometry. When LPI first became a popular strategy in the US, most signalized 
intersections had a traditional corner layout with a small relatiave setback, giving pedestrians only a small 
head start in space. However, with the growing popularity of corner bulbouts and the “protected 
intersection” layout (5, 6) which includes not only corner bulbouts but also shifts the bike and pedestrian 
crossings so that the vehicle stopline is further back and the crosswalk begins from a more forward 
position, after crossing the bike lane, many intersections are being rebuilt in a way that gives pedestrians a 
large head start in space. At such intersections, a shorter LPI, or perhaps no LPI at all, is needed to 
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accomplish the goal of an LPI. The objective of this research is to develop a method to determine, as a 
function of intersection geometry, the length of LPI needed to enable pedestrians to establish themselves 
in the crosswalk before right turning traffic can get there.  

 This paper is organized as follows. First, industry practice regarding LPI duration is reviewed. 
Next, a model is developed for determining the needed LPI length by determining the trajectories of right 
turning vehicles and of pedestrians. The following section is concerned with selecting model parameter 
values, based largely on a review of the literature. The model is then applied to an intersection under 
different intersection layout scenarios to illustrate how intersection layout and needed LPI duration 
interact. The paper ends with a discussion and conclusions. 

1. INDUSTRY PRACTICE WITH LPI DURATION 
In the U.S. and Canada, LPI has become a popular treatment to make intersections more 

pedestrian-friendly (7, 8, 9). LPI duration is set by city policy and is typically between 3 and 10 s (see 
Table 1). NACTO (10) recommends a range of 3 to 7 s. The MUTCD recommends a minimum of 3 
seconds, though there appears to be no published basis for this minimum.  

Table 1   Common LPI Duration in North America 

Jurisdiction  Duration (s) Reference 

New York City 7 to 10 (7, 8) 

Washington D.C. 3 to 4 (9) 

Boston 3 to 7 (11) 

Cambridge, MA ≥ 3 (12) 

Los Angeles 3 to 7, typically 4 (13) 

Montreal Same as Walk interval, typically 7-9 (14) 

In the Netherlands, pedestrian head starts have long been a routine part of intersection design. 
Intersection layout there emphasizes making pedestrian crossings short by pushing them toward the 
outside of the intersection and by enabling pedestrians to cross the bike path before the crosswalk begins. 
These principles result in large relative setbacks, typically about 40 ft long, giving pedestrians a large 
head start in space. At the same time, traffic signal control in the Netherlands, as in Germany, decouples 
pedestrian phases from concurrent vehicle phases, with clearance time needs calculated and applied 
separately for each, with the result that one may begin slightly before or after the other (15). In 
Amsterdam and many other Dutch cities, clearance time before a vehicle phase may begin includes the 
constraint that the pedestrians should be established in the crosswalk before the first vehicle, if turning 
right, could get there. However, this constraint rarely leads to an LPI (that is, starting the pedestrian phase 
before the concurrent vehicle phase) because the large relative setback makes it unnecessary (Sjoerd 
Linders, personal communication, August 5, 2018). When there is an LPI, its length is often only 1 s or 
fraction of a second.   

2. A MODEL FOR NEEDED LPI DURATION 
This section develops a model for needed LPI duration by estimating the trajectories of a right 

turning vehicle and a pedestrian that both begin on a fresh green / fresh Walk indication. Where those 
trajectories meet is called the conflict zone. Needed LPI length is then determined using the “established 
pedestrian condition” that the pedestrian should reach the middle of the conflict zone before the vehicle 
would arrive at the conflict zone if no pedestrian were present. 
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The pedestrian is assumed to start from a waiting position 1 ft behind the curb, on the near side 
(i.e., the same side of the street as the right turning vehicle). After a short reaction time, they begin 
walking at assumed crossing speed. In a later section, this paper investigates the idea of providing an LPI 
to protect pedestrians beginning at the far side. 

The turning vehicle is assumed to be a passenger car (because they turn faster than large vehicles) 
starting from a stop at the stop line. After a short reaction time, it accelerates and turns, eventually 
reaching the crosswalk.  

(There is also the interesting case of the signal turning green as a right turning car approaches the 
intersection, decelerating on a trajectory that would lead to a stop, when the light turns green. If there is 
no queue ahead of it, such a vehicle will enter the intersection later than one stopped, but with more 
speed, as discussed in Muller et al. (15). However, the conditions for such an occurance are sufficiently 
rare that it is not part of the basis for choosing LPI duration.) 

If the receiving roadway has multiple lanes, the car could be on a trajectory aiming for any of 
them. Because of the car’s greater speed, the critical case is when the car is aiming for the lane most 
distant from the pedestrian’s starting point. For the common case of an LPI intended to mitigate the 
conflicts with a near-side pedestrian, the critical case is when the car is aiming for the innermost lane, as 
shown in Figure 2. The conflict zone is defined as the intersection of the crosswalk and the swept path of 
right turning car headed for the lane of the receiving roadway furthest from the pedestrian’s starting 
point.  

At a relatively small number of intersections, particularly T intersections, LPIs may be considered 
to mitigate conflicts with left turning cars, or with pedestrians beginning from the far side. Figure 3 
depicts the critical conflict zone for a LPI intended to mitigate right turn conflicts with pedestrians 
beginning on the far side. 

The path of a turning vehicle (more precisely, the center of a turning vehicle) is assumed to be the 
largest possible fillet between the middle of the approach lane and the middle of the receiving lane, 
subject to remaining 5 ft from the curb. A fillet is a circular arc that is tangent to the lines at which it 
begins and ends. The 5 ft limit arises from assuming that a car is 6 ft wide and that its edge stays 2 ft from 
the curb. The swept path of a car can be determined by offsetting 3 ft to either side the vehicle center 
path, because the swept path of cars, unlike large vehicles, varies little in width. 

Time-space trajectories of a right turning car and a pedestrian are drawn in Figure 4. Variables 
used in this analysis are defined as follows: 

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 duration of the leading pedestrian interval (s) 

𝑅𝑅𝑣𝑣 radius of the vehicle path at the center of the vehicle.  

𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 driving distance along the vehicle path from the stop line to the conflict zone (in 
Figure 2, from point S to point V).  

𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝 pedestrian distance walking in the middle of the crosswalk from the curb to the 
middle of the conflict zone (in Figure 2, from C to P).  

𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑−𝑟𝑟 driver reaction time (s) 

𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝−𝑟𝑟 pedestrian reaction time (s) 

𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 pedestrian design speed (ft/s) 

𝑣𝑣(𝑡𝑡) vehicle speed at time 𝑡𝑡 

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀  maximum turning speed (ft/s) 

𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣 driving time from start of acceleration to when the vehicle reaches the conflict zone 
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Figure 2   The critical conflict zone for a near-side pedestrian 

Note: The farthest receiving lane is from the pedestrian’s point of view. 

𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝,.𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟 

𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 
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Figure 3   The critical conflict zone for a far-side pedestrian 

Note: The farthest receiving lane is from the pedestrian’s point of view. 

𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝,.𝑓𝑓𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟 

𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 
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Figure 4   Time-space diagram of the pedestrian and the leading, right-turning car                        

that starts from rest 
(Note: For the location of S, P, P’, C, C’, V, and V’ see Figures 3 and 4.) 

 To meet the established pedestrian condition, 

                                                         𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝−𝑟𝑟 + 𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝
𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝
≤ 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 + 𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑−𝑟𝑟 + 𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣                                           (Equation 1) 

  Assuming negative LPIs are not allowed, the needed duration of an LPI is then 

                                                  𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = max � 0,   𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝−𝑟𝑟 + 𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝
𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝
− 𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑−𝑟𝑟 − 𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣  �                           (Equation 2) 

Interestingly, Amsterdam, though not several other Dutch cities, allows small negative LPIs when they 
meet the established pedestrian criterion, because they allow shorter signal cycles in a context in which 
red clearance before a pedestrian phase may begin is longer than the red clearance before the parallel 
vehicle phase may begin. (Sjoerd Linders, personal communication, August 5, 2018.) 

3. RECOMMENDED MODEL PARAMETER VALUES AND ACCELERATION 
PROFILE 

3.1. Reaction Times 
For safety, the chosen parameters should include a small driver reaction time together with a 

generous pedestrian reaction time. While a reaction time of 1.0 s is usually used for timing yellow 
intervals (16), the AASHTO Green Book indicates that the average reaction time for alerted drivers is 
0.64 s (17). Therefore, a value of 0.6 s is recommended for 𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑−𝑟𝑟. 

A study of pedestrians at signalized crossings found that mean pedestrian reaction time, excluding 
pedestrians who were distracted, was 0.77 s with a standard deviation of 0.75 s (18). We recommend 
using the larger-than-average reaction time of 𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝−𝑟𝑟 = 1.6 s both to account for slower-reacting pedestrians 
and to provide an allowance for one’s starting point being about 1 ft behind the curb.   
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3.2. Pedestrian Design Speed, 𝒗𝒗𝒑𝒑 

Pedestrian speed at crossings has been studied by, among others, Hoel, Fruin, Young, and 
Fitzpatrick et al. (19, 20, 21, 22). The first three sources report a mean and standard deviation of 
pedestrian speed; using a normal distribution approximation, their findings imply a 15-percentile 
pedestrian speed of 4.24, 4.08, and 3.61 ft/s, respectively. Fitzpatrick et al. (22) presented cumulative 
distributions of pedestrian speed for young and old pedestrians, with 15-percentile speeds of 3.8 and 3.1 
ft/s, respectively. The MUTCD recommends using 3.5 ft/s for pedestrian signal timing. We recommend 
using 𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝 = 3.5 ft/s, consistent with the MUTCD. 

3.3. Maximum Turning Speed (𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴) 
When turning, speed is limited by lateral forces that are proportional to speed and inversely 

proportional to turning radius. For highway design, the radius-speed relationship used leans toward 
drivers willing to accept only a limited amount of lateral force because the main risk there is vehicles 
running off the road. However, for drivers turning right at intersections, Fitzpatrick et al. (23) found that 
drivers turning right are willing to accept greater lateral force (and thereby turn faster). More recently, 
Fitzpatrick et al. (24) developed a model that predicts right turning speed as a function of curb radius, 
vehicle type, whether the signal is yellow or green, whether the preceding vehicle turned right or 
proceeded through, and headway. For cars turning right on a fresh green, that model simplifies to: 

                                               𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝−𝑡𝑡ℎ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = exp (2.466 + 0.004r + 0.19𝑍𝑍)                          (Equation 3) 

where 𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝−𝑡𝑡ℎ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 is predicted p’th-percentile right turning speed (mph), r is the corner radius (ft), and 𝑍𝑍 is 
z-score of the standard normal distribution (𝑍𝑍=1.036 for 85th percentile and 𝑍𝑍=1.645 for 95th percentile).  

To make this model better applicable to the problem at hand, it should be transformed to give 
vehicle speed as a function of vehicle path radius, not corner radius. While corner radius is objective and 
easy to measure, the presence of shoulders, parking lanes, bike lanes, and multiple receiving lanes can all 
allow a driver to have a far wider turning radius than what a corner radius might imply. The authors 
indicate that the model was built on data from sites in Dallas, Bryan, and College Station, Texas, where 
no bike or parking lanes were present on the approach or the receiving leg, all sites were at right angle 
intersections, more than 90 percent had more than one receiving lane, and sites with complex curvature or 
a channelized turn island were excluded from the study (24). From drawing vehicle turning paths in 
AutoCAD for intersections with those conditions, we found that under those conditions, turning radius is 
always about 31 ft greater than corner radius. Using this finding, choosing the 85th percentile speed for 
maximum turning speed (MTS), and expressing MTS in units of ft/s, 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 can be given as a function of 
the car’s turn radius:  

                                                       𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = exp (2.916 + 0.004R𝑣𝑣)                                       (Equation 4) 

This relationship is drawn in Figure 5. 

Results and recommendations of other research and guidebooks regarding right turn speed are 
consistent with this model. A driving simulation study showed that when drivers turn right at protected 
intersections, whose features include a small turning radius, turning speed at the apex is on average 23 ft/s 
(25). The German traffic signals guidebook assumes a turning speed of 5 m/s (16.4 ft/s) at signalized 
intersections when the radius of the inner border of the turning lane is smaller than 10 m (32.8 ft), and 
otherwise, it assumes 7 m/s (23 ft/s) (26).  
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Figure 5   Eighty-fifth percentile speed of right turn as a function of vehicle turn radius.            

Adapted from Fitzpatrick et al. (24) 

3.4. Acceleration Profile 
Three acceleration profiles are commonly used to model vehicle trajectories: instantaneous 

acceleration, constant acceleration, and linearly decreasing acceleration. Instantaneous acceleration is the 
most conservative for this application, and is the model used in both Germany and Netherland to 
determine clearance time need (26); however, this model is unrealistic and overly conservative. Constant 
acceleration is inconsistent with the power limitations of vehicle engines, because with constant power, 
acceleration declines with speed.  

Long (27) showed that a model in which acceleration declines linearly with speed fits not only the 
performance capability of car engines, but also the behavior of drivers, who tend not to use the full 
acceleration capabilities of their vehicles. The acceleration – speed relationship is: 

                                                                 𝑎𝑎(𝑣𝑣) =  𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 + 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 − 𝛽𝛽𝑣𝑣                                            (Equation 5) 

where 𝑎𝑎(𝑣𝑣) is vehicle acceleration when the vehicle speed is 𝑣𝑣, 𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 is the acceleration rate on level ground 
when v = 0, 𝛽𝛽 is the rate of decrease in acceleration as speed increases, 𝐺𝐺 is road grade in the driver’s 
direction (may be positive or negative), and 𝐺𝐺 is the acceleration due to gravity. Long observed notable 
consistency for values of 𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 at different sites, but the values of 𝛽𝛽 had some variation. He attributed the 𝛽𝛽 
variation to drivers’ differing target speed and developed a model for 𝛽𝛽 as a function of target speed. With 
Long’s model (27), for a vehicle starting from rest and aiming for a target speed 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀,  

                                                                 𝛽𝛽 = (𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑜+𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺)
𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀

                                                   (Equation 6) 

Following Drew (28), this speed-acceleration relation can be rewritten as a differential equation 
and integrated to derive the time-space relation:  

                                                            𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 × �𝑡𝑡 − 1−𝑛𝑛−𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽

𝛽𝛽
�                                       (Equation 7) 

where 𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡) = distance at time t.  
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In order to construct the time-space diagram, the needed parameters are 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 and 𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜, because 𝛽𝛽 
is derived from them. Determining 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 was discussed earlier; for 𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜, we follow Long’s recommendation 
of using 𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜 = 7.2 ft/s2, a value representing passenger cars with accelerations 10 percent above average 
(27). 

The goal of the vehicle trajectory model is to determine the time needed for a car to travel from 
the stop line to the conflict zone, i.e. the distance 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣. Equation 7 can readily be solved numerically – 
essentially, plotting 𝑑𝑑 versus 𝑡𝑡 and find the value of 𝑡𝑡 corresponding to 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣. Alternatively, one can use 
Figure 6 below, which shows time versus distance using the recommended acceleration profile for 
various value of MTS. The curves show that for short driving distances, adding 10 ft of relative setback 
adds about 1.0 s to the time needed by a car to reach the conflict zone, thus reducing needed LPI by 1.0 s; 
however, as setback increases, 10 additional ft of relative setback reduces needed LPI by 0.4 to 0.5 s, 
because with longer distances cars will attain a greater speed. 

  
Figure 6   Driving time versus driving distance and maximum turning speed (𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴) assuming 

linearly decreasing acceleration 

For right-angle intersections, Saeidi-Razavi developed an analytical method to determine vehicle 
and pedestrian time-to-conflict-zone without the need to sketch trajectories; it can be found in (29).  

4. CASE STUDY 
In this section, the method for determining the needed length of LPI is applied to southbound 

Massachusetts Avenue at Tremont Street in Boston, where the permitted conflict is between permitted 
right turns and pedestrians crossing Tremont Street. Both streets have two through lanes per direction, 
parking lanes, and a left turn pocket; Massachusetts Avenue also has bike lanes.  

Three corner geometries are examined, shown in Figure 7, where scenario (b) is the current 
(2022) intersection layout, scenario (a) is the pre-2010 intersection layout without corner bulbouts, and 
scenario (c) is a protected intersection layout with an enlarged bulbout, sidewalk-level cycle tracks, and 
crossings shifted away from the center of the intersection. Also, with layout (c), Tremont Street is reduced 
from two to one through lane per direction. The protected intersection layout, in addition to mitigating 
turning conflicts on a fresh green, also mitigates turning conflicts on a stale green by making turning 
vehicles intersect the crosswalks and bike crossings at nearly a right angle, improving visibility and 
giving drivers space to stop if someone is in a crossing.  
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                (a) Pre-2010                                       (b) Current                          (c) Protected intersection 

Figure 7   Massachusetts Ave. (top of picture) at Tremont St. with the three corner geometries 

A step-by-step application of the methodology is shown for the current intersection layout, while 
results are presented for all three. In Figure 8, the right turning path of a car is drawn between the middle 
of the approach lane and the inside departure lane; the conflict zone (where the swept path intersects with 
the crosswalk, is obvious. Driving and walking distances to the conflict zone and vehicle path radius are 
measured as 𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 = 20 ft, 𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝 = 9.7 ft, and 𝑅𝑅 = 43.5 ft. From equation 4, the 43.5 ft turning radius yields 
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = 22.0 ft/s. Then, from Figure 6, 𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣 is 2.7 s. Finally, equation 2 yields  

                      𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = max � 0,   𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝−𝑟𝑟 + 𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝
𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝
− 𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑−𝑟𝑟 − 𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣 � = 1.6 + 9.7

3.5
− 0.6 − 2.7 = 1.1 s       

 
  Figure 8   Critical path of a right turning car in the current intersection layout                              

for a near-side pedestrian 
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A similar analysis for the two other intersection layouts yields the results shown in Table 2. One 
can see how, with the traditional, pre-2010 corner geometry, the needed LPI is 3.7 s, consistent with 
common American practice of using a 3 or 4 s LPI. With the current layout (b), the corner bulbout gives 
pedestrians a head start in space, reducing the LPI needed to establish pedestrians in the crosswalk to 1.1 
s. With the protected intersection layout, with the pedestrian waiting position even further forward and the 
vehicle stopline further back, no LPI is needed; the head start provided in space is sufficient to establish 
pedestrians in the crosswalk before right turning vehicles can get there.  

Table 2   Needed LPI Length for Different Intersection Geometries for                                 
Massachusetts Avenue at Tremont Street, Boston 

Intersection layout 
Turning 
Radius 

(ft) 

MTS 
(ft/s) 

Driving 
Distance 

(ft) 

Driving 
Time 

(s) 

Ped 
Distance 

(ft) 

Needed LPI  
(s) 

2009, with no 
Bulb-outs 64 24 33 3.6 22.0 1.6+6.3-0.6-3.6 = 3.7 

Existing (2022), 
with Bulb-outs 44 22 20 2.7 9.7 1.6+2.8-0.6-2.7 = 1.1 

Protected 
intersection 36 21 60 5.3 6.0 0 

Can LPIs be Practical for Protecting Far-side Pedestrians? 
LPIs are usually intended to mitigate conflicts between right turning cars and near-side 

pedestrians. It is natural to ask, what about an LPI to mitigate conflicts with far-side pedestrians? The 
same analysis method can be used and is applied assuming the the current intersection geometry. The 
critical conflict zone for this case is for a car turning into the outside lane, which is the lane furthest from 
the pedestrian starting point. The vehicle trajectory is drawn in Figure 9, from which one can measure 
𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣 = 17 ft, 𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝 = 61.3 ft, and 𝑅𝑅 = 33.2 ft. From equation 4, the 33.2 ft turning radius yields 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 = 21.1 
ft/s, and from Figure 6, 𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣 = 2.4 s. Then, using equation 2, 

                    𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = max � 0,   𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝−𝑟𝑟 + 𝑑𝑑𝑝𝑝
𝑣𝑣𝑝𝑝
− 𝑡𝑡𝑑𝑑−𝑟𝑟 − 𝑡𝑡𝑣𝑣 � = 1.6 + 61.3

3.5
− 0.6 − 2.4 = 16.1 s      

This example illustrates how large an LPI is needed to mitigate conflicts with far-side 
pedestrians. Beside the capacity impact an LPI this long would have, an LPI this long raises questions of 
whether pedestrians and motorists would understand and use it safely. There is a risk that some 
pedestrians may treat an LPI this long as an exclusive pedestrian phase, using it to cross both streets when 
the pedestrian signal timing is for crossing only one of the streets. And while turning motorists, when 
released, would certainly yield to a steady stream of pedestrians, when a solo pedestrian is crossing, 
drivers may be confused by a traffic signal that, after a long wait, tells them to go just when a pedestrian 
is in their path. Where protecting far-side pedestrians is important, other strategies may be more 
appropriate including concurrent-protected phasing (1, 30) (which involves a separately-signalled right 
turn and left turn lanes) or an exclusive pedestrian phase. 
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Figure 9   Critical path of a right turning car in the current intersection layout                                

for a far-side pedestrian 

5. DISCUSSION: BENEFITS OF A HEAD START IN SPACE RATHER THAN IN TIME 
The possibility of using a head start in space to subsitute for a head start in time, thus reducing the 

needed length of an LPI or eliminating its need altogether, offers some potential advantages. One is 
avoiding an LPI’s negative impact on capacity, and with it, cycle length and delay. In a signal cycle, LPIs 
contribute to critical lost time, reducing intersection capacity. Perhaps more importantly, the minimum 
cycle length needed to achieve a target degree of saturation is proportional to critical lost time, and so 
decreasing the needed LPI can have an outsized impact on cycle length, substantially reducing delay for 
pedestrians as well as other road users.  

For example, at the case study intersection, critical lost time is currently 24 s (4 critical phases @ 
4 s, plus two LPIs @ 4 s). Shortening LPIs from 4 s to 1.5 s would reduce the critical lost time to 19 s. 
Therefore, for a period of the day in which the currently needed cycle length is 100 s, using shorter LPIs 
would allow the cycle length to be reduced to 80 s. (People may wonder, how can removing 5 s of lost 
time from the cycle reduce the needed cycle length by 20 s? The answer is that by eliminating 5 s of red 
time, every phase’s needed green time will be shorter; and because one phase’s green times are red times 
for other phases, green time reductions for one phase reduces needed green time for others, in an infinite 
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cycle that converges to a surprisingly large reduction in needed cycle length.) And if the head start in 
space were enough to make the LPIs unnecessary, the signal could operate with a cycle of 70 s with no 
change in volume / capacity ratio. These shorter cycles would mean substantially shorter delay for 
pedestrians and would improve pedestrian compliance. Transit, too, would benefit from shorter cycles, 
both because the maximum red a bus could face would be shorter and because transit signal priority is 
more efficient when cycles are short because it becomes easier to make real time adjustments that enable 
a bus to arrive on green (31). 

Another example illustrates the potential positive impact of taking advantage of a head start in 
space to reduce the head start in time. In 2018, a proposed design for the reconstruction of Boston’s 
Melnea Cass Boulevard (it still awaits reconstruction) had protected intersection layouts; however, 
designers also included generous LPIs, lasting 6 s, in the signal timing plan. As a result, the needed cycle 
length was 120 s. Our analyis showed that the head start in space provided via intersection geometry 
accomplished the objective of an LPI without requiring any LPI, and that without LPIs, the needed cycle 
length would be only 80 s. An important safety concern in this corridor is pedestrian non-compliance, 
something a cycle length reduction to 80 s would address (cycle lengths currently are 120 s).  

At intersections whose cycle length is already well in excess of its needed cycle length because it 
is part of a coordinated system with a common cycle length determined by the needs of a different, 
“critical” intersection, adding or eliminating an LPI will often have no effect on cycle length, rendering 
moot the impacts related to cycle length. In such cases, the main impact of an LPI is to reduce vehicle 
capacity and unused green time, which may be beneficial for reducing speeding (32). Guidelines for LPI 
length should distinguish those whose cycle length will not be affected by an LPI and recommend 
considering longer LPIs for those cases. 

LPIs can have another safety drawback that would disappear if the pedestrian head start were 
provided in space rather than in time. To motorists whose phase ends just before an LPI, the LPI appears 
as an extended red clearance period. It has been observed that in some situations, drivers who expect a 
long red clearance interval run the light. Left-turning drivers, especially, often continue following the 
vehicle ahead of them despite the signal turning yellow and even red, stopping only when they see 
conflicting traffic begin to move. This kind of behavior undercuts the safety benefits of an LPI but is a 
non-issue where the pedestrian head start is provided in space. 

If a pedestrian head start in space can substitute wholly or partially for a head start in time, it 
becomes obvious that with certain intersection layouts, the needed length of an LPI can be shorter than 
the 3 s minimum recommended in the MUTCD. Our illustrative example showed that by adding corner 
bulbouts, the needed LPI length fell from 3.7 s to 1.1. There appears to be no basis for the MUTCD’s 3 s 
minimum; it may be a legacy of when pedestrian-favorable corner geometry was rare enough that the LPI 
needed to accomplish its objective was almost always greater than 3 s. With the increasing trend for cities 
to make intersection geometry more favorable to pedestrians by adding bulbouts and other protected 
intersection features, there is strong reason to consider eliminating that recommended minimum. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
Where permitted right turn conflicts make it desirable to give pedestrians a head start so that they 

can reinforce their priority by establishing themselves in the crosswalk before right turning cars arrive, a 
head start can be provided both in space, using an intersection geometry that gives pedestrians an 
advanced starting point relative to cars, and in time using an LPI. Where altering intersection geometry is 
not feasible, the only option is a head start in time using an LPI or the related strategy Leading Through 
Interval, also called Delayed Turn (1, 2). However, providing a head start in space, so that the needed LPI 
to provide a sufficient head start is smaller, or so that no LPI is needed, can increase capacity and reduce 
the needed cycle length, leading to less pedestrian delay, less transit and other vehicle delay, and better 
pedestrian compliance.  
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A model for determining the needed length of an LPI as a function of intersection geometry was 
developed. It defines the conflict zone as the intersection of the crosswalk with the swept path of a car 
turning into the receiving lane most distant from the pedestrian’s starting point and is based on the 
principle that a right turning vehicle, when released, should not reach the conflict zone until the pedestrian 
is established in the middle of the conflict zone. Model development benefited from valuable published 
research on pedestrian behavior at crossings and vehicle behavior when turning right. 

Needed LPI is most strongly related to relative setback – the further back the vehicle stopline is 
positioned relative to the pedestrian stop line, the shorter the needed LPI. A case study of an intersection 
of two four-lane roads with parking lanes and a left turn lane showed that with a traditional intersection 
layout, the needed LPI was between 3 and 4 s, consistent with recommended values in several US cities, 
while with corner bulbouts the needed LPI was reduced to 1.1 s, and with a protected intersection layout, 
no LPI was needed.  

Because part of a pedestrian’s needed head start can be provided in space, needed LPI at some 
intersections may be below the MUTCD’s minimum recommended value of 3 s. To enable cities to 
provide pedestrians the protection needed without undue negative impacts, the MUTCD should consider 
eliminating its minimum length recommendation.  
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